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We carefully select our personal and 
close protection personnel to work with 
and support our clients, to create a 
bespoke security strategy to enable 
known threats and risks are mitigated 
and those unknown threats can be 
responded to in a spontaneous and 
dynamic manner, thus allowing our 
principals carry on their lives with the 
minimum amount of disruption. Our 
personnel are able to work across the 
UK and the globe in all theaters of 
operation.

Our residential security teams are able 
to support any existing infrastructure 
and technical support to enhance the 
response to criminality or unwarrant-
ed/uninvited intrusion onto private 
properties in urban or rural settings. 
Our team sizes are determined not only 
by the size of the property, but also the 
wishes of our clients in response to the 
current threats posed. Our diverse 
teams of trained men and women are 
chosen not only for their professional-
ism and operational ability, but also 
their skills to work well with family 
offices and property owners. Their 
pedigree speaks for itself.

Our Security managers add value to any 
busy family office, business, family 
estate or household by their expert 
ability to manage the safety and security 
of all family members staff and visitors. 
We are also able to task our managers 
across the globe within our overseas 
operations ranging from homes and 
businesses to large scale media and film 
productions.

We survey client's homes ranging from 
country estates and villas to town and city 
penthouses and apartments. Our surveys 
are concise and readable and we will liaise 
with approved installers to efficiently 
upgrade home security measures.

Operating globally, we offer a wide range 
of investigative services. Our team is 
composed of highly experienced profes-
sionals, with backgrounds in the military, 
law enforcement and private sector. We 
use traditional investigation techniques 
and cutting-edge technology to ensure we 
deliver the best possible services to our 
clients.

Surveillance evidence has to be gathered 
in accordance with strict guidelines to 
ensure it is fully admissible in court. We 
fully understand the laws and regulations 
that apply to surveillance and the 
gathering of information. Our surveillance 
operatives are highly experienced with 
backgrounds in the military, law enforce-
ment and the private sector allowing us to 
choose from a diverse and unique set of 
skills to build the right team for the clients 
needs.

Surveillance evidence has to be gathered 
in accordance with strict guidelines to 
ensure it is fully admissible in court. We 
fully understand the laws and regulations 
that apply to surveillance and the 
gathering of information. Our surveillance 
operatives are highly experienced with 
backgrounds in the military, law enforce-
ment and the private sector allowing us to 
choose from a diverse and unique set of 
skills to build the right team for the clients 
needs.

Risk to a business comes from more than 
just break-ins. Our assessments look at 
everything from communications policy 
and reputation management to cyber 
security, online exposure and the safety 
of staff operating in hostile environments. 
We can help to mitigate threats to a 
business from any angle.

Our TSCM ‘bug sweep’ teams use the 
latest technology combined with years of 
technical experience to identify physical 
listening and monitoring devices. Our 
work can ensure that you, your family and 
your business have total privacy wherever 
you are.

Core Services
Our Chartered Security Professionals provide critical advice and guidance on all security consultancy 
and advisory matters, including current and emerging threat assessments, policy review, and the 
development of security master planning. Our consultants can quality assure existing operations, 
understanding how to mitigate risks to people, assets and locations using our experience and 
knowledge. People, property, infrastructure, the delivery of services, and information assets are 
potentially vulnerable to a range of security threats that could result in physical, economic or 
reputational harm.


